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31st Mar 2020 

To  

All Colleges of Nursing/Schools of Nursing Principal’s, 

  I hope you are all safe at home adhering the COVID-19 curfew as 

per the instructions of the Government. As we all aware in the present 

situation it is difficult to cover the theory portions after reopening the 

institutions.  

  So, I request all the principals to join together to make use of “Free 

Google Class Room” facility. So, the theory Classes can be handled via “Google 

Class Room App”, either by PPT or PPT with Voice over shall be uploaded, 

maximum number of students is limited to 250/Class. So, may be 5 principals 

join together and prepare the PPT/PPT with voice over for students of each 

year. Hence the workload shall be minimized for the teachers in covering up 

portions. This shall help  in covering up the students clinical hours without 

any deficit. 

5 Principals X 5 Colleges of Nursing X Final year students  = 250 

5 Principals X 5 Colleges of Nursing X Third year students  = 250 

5 Principals X 5 Colleges of Nursing X Second year students  = 250 

5 Principals X 5 Colleges of Nursing X First year students  = 250 

 



5 Principals X 5 Schools of Nursing X Final year students  = 250 

5 Principals X 5 Schools of Nursing X Second year students  = 250 

5 Principals X 5 Schools of Nursing X First year students  = 250 

 It is a great opportunity for the faculty as well as for the students to use 

the modern technology in learning. Advantages are we can note number of  

students attending, doubts can be cleared in comment box and videos also can 

be streamed. Teaching materials shall be permanently stored in the Google 

class room app, when ever needed it can be retrieved by teachers for a year. An 

added advantage for students the materials shall be available for seven days. 

Teachers can give online test/ assignments in the Google Forms and also can 

get a feedback from the students. 

 I request and expect all the Principal/Faculty to Co- operate and implement 

this system of online teaching ASAP during ”Stay At Home” period and send the 

report to Council once in three days regarding the progress.  

Thanking you 

     Sincerely, 

         Sd/- 

      Registrar, 
      TNNMC, 
     Chennai-4 

 


